We are proud to present a range of cushions and
mattresses specially designed for our new garden
furniture range! Please ﬁnd below all necessary
information about the entire range of our new
textile products.

POLYESTER

POLYESTER – 190 g/m² polyester is a durable fabric,
ideal for outdoors. Our polyester cushions and mattresses are intended for use in countries with a temperate
climate and are available for the following products:
Meltemi short
cushion

Gaya cushion

Meltemi lounger
matteress

Wave lounger
matteress

62

62

Sabrina/Joy
matteress
60

130

68

190

190

190

135

120

COLOUR*

“Classic Ivory” is a popular colour for use both indoors
and outdoors.

WATER REPELENCE

Products made of polyester have a high degree of water
repellence; nevertheless to prolong their durability, we
recommend cushions be protected from heavy rain.

UV RESISTANCY

Products made of polyester have a medium degree of UV
resistance and so should be protected as far as possible
against direct sunlight.

WASHING

This kind of fabric is best washed by hand. However,
repeated washing of polyester covers will reduce their
water repellence.
Please see Instructions below:

* due to the properties of the monitor screen, the colour may diﬀer from the actual one
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OLEFIN ®

210 g/m² Oleﬁn is a natural looking thick, durable fabric
ideal for use outdoors. Oleﬁn cushions and mattresses
are intended for countries with a Mediterranean or hot
climate and are available for the following products:
Meltemi short
cushion

Gaya cushion

Wave lounger
matteress

62

62

Sabrina/Joy
matteress
60

130

68

190

190

190

135

120

COLOUR*

Meltemi lounger
matteress

The colour “Elegant beige” harmonizes perfectly with the
natural colour of wood. With its elegance and delicacy,
beige will add warmth to any space.

WATER REPELLENCE Waterrepelency of Oleﬁn is enough for countries where
rains are rare. We recommend protecting cushions from
heavy rain, it will prolong their durability. Additionally,
fabric is resistant to swimming pool water.
UV RESISTANCE

Oleﬁn products have an excellent degree of UV resistance. They can be expected to retain their original colour
even after years of use. Additionally, this fabric remains
cool in hot weather.

STAIN RESISTANCE

Oleﬁn fabric is naturally stain resistant thanks to its
Teﬂon® ﬁnish, which means that most stains are easily
removed from its surface.

WASHING

Oleﬁn products are best washed by hand. However,
repeated washing of Oleﬁn covers will reduce their water
repellence.
Please see Instructions below:

* due to the properties of the monitor screen, the colour may diﬀer from the
actual one
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ACRYLIC - DRALON® 190 g/m² Dralon is a pleasant to the touch, durable
fabric ideal for use outdoors. Acrylic cushions and mattresses are intended for use in countries with a Mediterranean or hot climate and are available for the following
products:
Meltemi short
cushion

Gaya cushion

Wave lounger
matteress

62

62

Sabrina/Joy
matteress
60

130

68

190

190

190

135

120

COLOUR*

Meltemi lounger
matteress

The colour “Modern graphite” will prove the ideal accent
for sunny outdoors, swimming pools, outdoor cafes and
restaurants.

WATER REPELLENCE Acrylic products have a high degree of water repellence,
thanks to their TEFLON® ﬁnish. Nevertheless to
prolong their durability, we recommend cushions be
protected from heavy rain.
UV RESISTANCE

Acrylic products have a high degree of UV resistance.
They can be expected to retain their original colour even
after years of use. Additionally, this fabric remains cool in
the heat and warm in cooler temperatures.

MILDEW

Dry-spun DRALON® ﬁbres inhibit the formation of
mildew and are resistant to bacteria.

WASHING

Cushion covers may be machine washed. However, repeated washing of acrylic covers will reduce their water
repellence. Please see Instructions below:
40
Max 150 C

* due to the properties of the monitor screen, the
colour may diﬀer from the actual one
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